
Integrate Vimcar’s fleet tracking data into your own internal tech setup 
and use your vehicle data the way you see fit.

vimcar.co.uk   f leet@vi mcar.co. u k   +44 20  39 66 45 66

Total Tech Flexibility with
Public API to Vimcar Fleet Geo Tracking

£ 1.90
*plus VAT for annual payments

Standard Price:

per month/vehicle

Benefits:

 Control over data and unrestricted access for your tech or IT team

 Public access to our API

 Unlimited integration of vehicle data into your processes

Get in touch 
for your own, 
personalised price
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What this means for you:

 Speak to a lead member of your tech or IT team about whether they can use    
 this Public API option in order to access your fleet’s data and improve your 
 business’s operations

 To help, we include API documentation to assist your developers with 
 its implementation

 Get in touch with Vimcar. We would be happy to speak with you or your 
 IT developers about how we can make this happen
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What data could be accessed and integrated into your processes? 
A few examples include:
 Vehicles’ live locations
 Vehicles arriving or leaving a predetermined location (like your   
 premises or a client’s address)
 Vehicles being used outside a certain timeframe 
 (like your business hours)
 A vehicle’s distance from a customer’s address
 A vehicle’s route history: their speeds, timestamps and 
 routes taken 

How can you use this data?
Because we offer unlimited access to our data, you can use it in       
whatever way your tech team wants to. Here are a few examples of 
what other company’s tech teams have been able to do:

 Send automatic ETA updates to customers when a driver is on     
 its way
 Digitally record how long a driver has remained at a customer’s  
 address and automatically invoice the customer according to
 those timestamps
 Integrate real-time locations into your own resource planning   
 system
 Automatically create timesheets and mileage logs for drivers

Your data in your hands
To start the process, get in touch with our team today:

Public API to 
Vimcar Fleet Geo Tracking


